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With 2015 looking like another successful year for esh group 
we are now focussing on 2016 and the challenges ahead of us. 
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In business it seems like you are wishing your life away
by looking years ahead and having a 5 year strategic
plan for progression. It can be frightening and you need
a work life balance to live for today running alongside it.
We have made great strides over the last 3 - 4 years putting
ourselves into a strong position as now a regional player across the
north of england and southern scotland. as per our 5 year plans
we have used 2015 as a year of consolidation with turnover looking
to be only marginally up on 2014

2016 should show some growth but more importantly it's when we
start on our new iT programme, "gaTeWay", as it is being called.
This is a major undertaking and will require patience and support
across the whole group. it will affect all departments and in the
short term will no doubt cause us some issues. We must however 

take a medium to long term view and ensure 
it works to future proof the groups’ systems 
for the next 10 years.

The key to our success has always been the 
people we employ and we must not forget 
that as we grow and become more system 
and process driven we need people to 
work the system and keep us focused 
on the human aspect

enjoy Kaleidoscope and the news 
it brings across the group, it 
certainly showcases what's 
happening and it’s a lot.

Thanks, Brian



Following disappointing news in the summer that our
submission for the renewal of the Yorkshire Water Framework
had been unsuccessful, Lumsden & Carroll in Yorkshire are 
on the verge of replacing the work with two new projects for 
blue-chip clients. The procurement process is confidential at
this stage but we will be able to confirm the details as soon as
the contracts are signed.

our continued growth in the region outside yorkshire Water,
has required an increase in numbers employed across the
board, including a couple of key appointments this year and 
we have welcomed peter Dawson, construction manager for
general civils and Dominic eyre, contracts manager for
Housing infrastructure. 

The yorcivil 2 framework is about to be re-bid. it will be
pivotal to our continued success in yorkshire, as it is used by
most of the local authorities in the region.

our ‘Housing infrastructure’ team headed by anthony lee, 
has worked exceptionally hard this year culminating in the
recent award for a £4m infrastructure scheme for a 
redrow / persimmon Homes Jv in sherburn.

elsewhere we have been undertaking a couple of successful
flood alleviation schemes for household names, smith and
nephew and morphy richards in Hull and mexborough. 
our Junction 37 signalling scheme for barnsley mbc was
recently recognised with a ‘plaque unveiling’ ceremony
performed by the lord mayor of barnsley. 

YORKSHIRE
 

There have been a number of notable changes in Esh Build 
in Yorkshire this year culminating in the recent appointment 
of Stuart Leslie, who joined us in September to lead the team
into 2016. Along with Alan Walker, commercial manager, and
Abigail Tice, design manager, Stuart completes the new
structure for Esh Build in Yorkshire.

since the summer, yorkshire has appointed five new
apprentices and armand anebo has joined the yorkshire
business Development team on a one-day per week placement
as part of our sponsorship of leeds Force basketball.  

Throughout the year, the yorkshire region has been delivering
the first phase of the ‘leeds logic’ development for our client
muse Developments and have recently commenced work on
phase two for a ‘hush, hush’ end-user. both phases are being
delivered as a true Joint-venture between esh build and
lumsden & carroll.

esh build yorkshire received
confirmation of their place 
on the bradford metropolitan
council’s education Framework 
in the summer and is looking
forward to receiving 
opportunities in 2016.  

one of the key activities 
currently being undertaken 
is the bid for the yorbuild 2
Framework. The original 
version of the framework 
has been crucial to esh build 
in yorkshire and it is expected 
that yorbuild 2 will be even 
more significant. 

ESH COMPANY ROUND UP
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EPS Yorkshire, whilst undoubtedly has had a challenging 
year concluding some difficult schemes, it has also been a
positive year in terms of re-establishing a team and systems
and process which will allow us to move forward with greater
confidence in terms of work winning, operational delivery 
and commercial certainty.

The early part of this year saw the team handover the first of
our schemes since the regionalisation. sicklinghall, a £1.1m rural
development for yorkshire Housing has been well received and
has given us a strong and confident platform to develop a
relationship with that client which has one of the largest spend
profiles and development appetites across our region. This
relationship has since led into an award of 2 further schemes,
with one being the ability to negotiate a £3.6m opportunity.
This is true testament to how important good relationships are
to creating a sustainable business alongside delivering a great
product, on time and within budget as a given. 

august saw the team conclude one of our biggest challenges to
date, the Healey development, on behalf of Home group. This
51 plot scheme has put everyone involved through their paces,
but no doubt the learning’s that we have all taken during the last
12 months of delivery has matured our current processes and
appreciation as to following a good, logical order of
preconstruction, mobilisation and delivery on site.

To accommodate the future growth of the business we have
welcomed a number of new recruits into the team during the
course of the year. stacey chappell joined us as Design and
Technical manager at a similar time to Dave suthers who is 
our operational lead as contracts manager. steve oxtoby
joined early 2015 to bring a local emphasis to estimating which
has allowed us to gain a further benefit by local engagement
with subcontractors. beyond last year’s appointment of
managing Qs David singleton, our Qs function was further
strengthened by the appointment of Dan Wood and most
recently we are pleased to have been in a position to commit to
both our added value aspirations and investment into the future
by appointing an apprentice Qs, Joseph Knaggs. 

We move forward now, committing to our original strategy 
of creating a mixed pipeline of new build, refurbishment and
land led schemes. The social housing market continues to 
be a key political area of debate and policy, whilst recent  

announcements of a 1% rental reduction of social rent has 
put affordability of schemes back on the radar for our clients,
there remains no doubt that the need for increased social and
affordable homes for outright ownership is in more demand
than before and will see the ability for more mixed tenure
schemes and larger scheme aspirations.

We are in current discussions on a number of schemes which
are in the pipeline to start on site commencing the early part
of 2016. This brings new client relationships to the region 
and the ability to diversify in line with our strategy as alongside
tendered work, some of these are land led schemes which 
have been developed via negotiation and include an element 
of for sale properties on behalf of the clients private sale
development teams. 

We look forward to 2016 and we are confident we now have the
mechanics in place to maximise every opportunity we create
and equally what is presented to us.
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Following the market improvements of 2014, Lumsden &
Carroll Civil Engineering remains a key figure in the North East
Civil Engineering market, delivering solid performance across
our main sectors of works and delivering increased turnover
across the region, all within the restraints of the current market
conditions, which remain extremely competitive. 

The first quarter of 2015 successfully saw the delivery our largest
program of works for northumbrian Water, which drew to a
close the end of the existing framework agreement for amp5. 

over the last 6 months the Framework and bid Teams have
worked tirelessly on completing the pQQ and Tender process 
for northumbrian Water group’s amp 6 Water and Wastewater
networks. The framework is a 10 year agreement, which we 
have successfully secured with our design partners mWH. 
a new Joint venture has been formed named esh / mWH.

This contract extends our working relationship with
northumbrian Water, with whom we have worked for over 
20 years and is in addition to another contract – delivering
reactive wastewater maintenance services – which we 
secured earlier in the year.

The award of the framework is a fantastic achievement as it
secures our position as one of the leading contractors within
the north east working alongside a major blue chip client and
cements the foundation for the continual growth of the
business. it is also the start of a new exciting chapter with the
formation of a Joint venture alongside mWH, a leading global
Design consultant, bringing a wealth of experience within the
Water industry and formalises a partnership which goes back
for over 10 years.

NORTH EAST 
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At the time of writing the whole of the Social Housing Sector
is changing massively. We are entering a new era in the world
of affordable housing and what is uncertain at this point in
time is the direction Registered Providers will take.

Whatever direction our clients take we remain positive in our
ability to adapt our business strategy to align ourselves with
their plans and continue to support them.

We have had a successful year in relation to enquiries into the
business at over £150m. The marketplace has shown to be
more competitive as ever as opportunities are lessening and
competitors strive to fill their order book. 

as a business we are extremely proud of our financial stability
and more so our people who we feel are more passionate than
ever in the role they play to deliver new and refurbished homes
across the region.

We have strengthened our in-house after care team as we strive
to not only deliver well on site but make sure our after care
service to residents and clients is one of the best in the sector.

central to our success we have secured some major project
wins over recent months in the north east, including; 
• isos - planned maintenance
• accent - planned maintenance
• gateshead Housing company - new build
• Two castles Housing association - new build
• yorkshire coast Homes - new build
• your Homes newcastle - new build

We are continuing to work closely with our clients to
understand their land requirements that help meet their new
strategic priorities as we all embark on this new way of life.

Esh Build North East have continued to develop and grow
throughout 2015 following on from a solid performance
throughout the previous year. Against both Regional and
National competition the business has increased its turnover,
values of works and sectors of operation.

securing a place on the nepo framework’s (lots 1-4) has led
to the successful award of several high profile and larger value
schemes, spread across the north east region including;
Wharton park for Durham county council, ellington First
school & ashington High school for northumberland county
council and orion building for Teesside university.

several multi-million pound schemes have been successfully
delivered, running concurrently across the middlehaven area 
of Teesside. These include boho 5, £3.3m for middlesbrough
council, northshore innovation centre, £5.3m for stockton
borough council, Thirteen group new Headquarters, £5m for
muse Developments and our largest scheme delivered to date,
the sTem skills centre for middlesbrough college at £7.4m.

ahead of government requirements in building information
management (bim) we have continued to strengthen our
capabilities and knowledge, with employment of Design
coordinators to assist in delivering projects to this standard.
We are also working towards our pas 1192 accreditation,
which is the next step in esh’s overall bim strategy.
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Esh Border is now over a year old, and for all of us the time has
flown by. Since the last issue of Kaleidoscope we have opened
the new office in Livingston to support our ambition to grow
our business within the Central Belt of Scotland and we have
added new staff to the team.

business remains relatively strong in social housing and
construction and whilst we are seeking sustainable growth in
these sectors, we are also looking to grow the civils business 
to mirror the performance of lumsden & carroll (l&c)
elsewhere in the group. This will take time and requires steady
growth based around strong capability where client retention
and repeat business underpins success, the geographical growth
of the civils business based upon the l&c model is a huge
opportunity for the group.

as in other parts of the business, we are looking with interest 
at the social housing sector and how that will be impacted by
the rent reductions being imposed and the extension of the
right to buy in england. There are no rent reductions planned 
in scotland, where right to buy is to end in august 2016. 

opportunities remain, however, and we are delighted to be 
in negotiation with several key Housings associations on new
schemes. What is clear is that the success of these schemes 
will require us to change our model as house specification and
cost are balanced between outright rent and shared ownership
market needs. 

We have a growing pipeline of opportunity in the commercial
build sector and have some great projects underway. of note
is the highly prestigious engine House in stirling for Historic
scotland. additionally, we have several schools in construction
with the recent completion of the new 6th form block at
ulverston Queen victoria High school receiving great praise
from our client who was delighted with the build and full of
praise for the delivery team.

our joinery business, border Joinery, which has a massive
talent pool and is now undertaking work across esh, is really
worth a visit if you have the opportunity. perhaps our star
performer is Finlaysons, a business based in galashiels
undertaking roofing, painting and joinery works. They have
really driven the business forward basing their success on
reputation with continued high quality of delivery. 

all businesses are about people, and whilst it is difficult to pick
out a few people, it is equally right that exceptional performance
is recognised. For our business we have successes from
apprenticeships with arron brunton at Finlaysons receiving the
“best advanced craft & Joinery student 2015” from borders
college, arron then went on to receive the bob Wall award and
secondly chris sim, who received the university medal from
edinburgh napier university in recognition of his outstanding
achievements, also gained a first class honours degree.

our growth will also be down to how we do things i.e. our
tenders, the level of engagement we have with clients and 
their design teams and how we are seen in the wider
community: in short, our reputation. in addition to the growth
plans mentioned above, we are seeing a huge opportunity via
design coordination within the contracts secured and also at
tender stage; to support this we have recruited richard Howitt,
Design coordinator based at our livingston office. areas like
this really serve to differentiate esh from the rest. The other
area we all relish is the added value programme which we 
have launched this year in scotland, as we all appreciate this
offers us a fantastic platform to demonstrate our commitment
to the communities where we work. 

again, we would like to thank the whole team, that is all
members of the esh team, for their commitment, drive and
support: working together is our strength. 

NORTH WEST 
& SCOTLAND
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The Facilities Services market continues to be very challenging.
We performed well in 2014 achieving targets in terms of
turnover and profit and whilst trading conditions are demanding
as we enter into new markets and geographical areas.

our continued performance in 2015 is testimony to the
commitment, enthusiasm and hard work of the staff &
operatives. We thank them for their efforts and continued
support for the remainder of 2015 & beyond.

unfortunately northumberland county council decided to
deliver all of their reactive maintenance using their own direct
labour in 2015. This has been extremely challenging to replace
but we have recently been successful in securing a major new
contract with West yorkshire police authority.

The business Development Team continues to strive to deliver
our strategic plan and enter into new market sectors including
social Housing repairs and maintenance. other new contracts
include:
Social Housing
• isos – Fire risk assessment Works to a variety of buildings
• Housing 21 – repairs and maintenance in the north
• salvation army Housing association - repairs and

maintenance in the north

Education
• 12 month extension to contract with the university of leeds
• newcastle university – various framework projects 
• northumbria university – minor works framework

Public Authority
• West yorkshire police authority – 5 year reactive

maintenance, planned preventative maintenance & minor
works £2m per annum 

Private
• iss uK projects vendor Framework – Key partners on a

framework agreement to deliver project works across multiple
iss serviced accounts. This will include project works for
barclays and may also potentially lead to work delivered by
esh Facilities for other clients such as Hewlett packard,
carlsberg, Heinz and aTos.



With the housing market gradually improving we continue to
find land and secure planning permissions for our affordable
and executive house building needs. Emma Graham has joined
the team as Development Surveyor and will support the ever
growing demand for land led affordable housing and sites
required for our newly formed executive house builder
Trivselhus by Esh. 

Land Led Affordable Housing 
We continue to support our sister companies esh property
services and esh border as they grow throughout the north
east, yorkshire, cumbria and scottish borders. our affordable
rural exception sites in Hexham (26) and stocksfield (16) are
now on site and we continue to search for similar opportunities
in a very competitive market for affordable housing land. 

Trivselhus by Esh
We are in the early stages of our newly formed joint venture
with swedish company Trivselhus. next year we aim to build
40-50 high quality executive homes with sites already secured
at Wetheral (3), brampton (5), Hexham (16), langwathby
(16), Hackthorpe (25) and Darlington (27). This highly
sustainable product is constructed using a swedish timber
framed closed panel system which offers home buyers zero
regulated energy bills.

Strategic Development 
We have successfully achieved a change of use planning
permission at our site in bowburn, Durham which includes 
an extension to esh House and the construction of a new 
esh academy training building.

planning permission has been granted at our site in
philadelphia, Houghton le spring which will see the
construction of 500 new homes plus a new supermarket 
and refurbishment works to the existing industrial estate.

We have continued our partnership agreement with Hartlepool
borough council which involves the exchange of 3 development
sites in seaton carew for refurbishment works to the seafront.

We have submitted a planning application for a mixed use
development scheme in chilton, county Durham which
includes commercial units and 113 residential dwellings with
planning being determined in December 2015. 

We are currently preparing a mixed use planning application to
be submitted in 2016 for our site at middle Dock, south shields
which will include commercial offices and residential units.

DEVELOPMENT BUSINESSES
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Amidst exceptionally tough trading conditions within the
construction industry, Bartram Walker were still able to produce a
positive set of results for the financial year of 2014. May we yet
again extend my thanks to the team, Steve, Michael, Andrew,
Susan & Harry, together with all the Esh support staff involved
in the delivery of these results which is testimony to all the hard
work put in by the whole team. Well done to all and thank you for
your efforts.

as mentioned, trading remains tough and securing contracts
with healthy margins, as experienced and enjoyed in recent
years, is becoming harder and harder to find in the current
marketplace. However in light of this, we’ve been able to
reignite our relationship with Keepmoat, Homes division to be
exact, and look forward to working with them delivering over
140 units over the next 18 months, with the hope that we
secure more in the meantime.

We strongly believe that one of the factors that appealed to
Keepmoat is that were now able to offer a combined plumbing
and electrical package, which is gives us the perfect opportunity
to welcome lee brannan on board and is tasked with heading 
up our electrical division to complement our existing plumbing
services. Well done on assisting in our recent successes.

as we continue to work hard through these though times, 
it is essential that we still keep one eye on the future and it 
is extremely pleasing to see the investment in our people is
bringing some positives to the business.

congratulations to Harry Woolley, who completed his level 3
extended Diploma in construction in July of this year, which
will see him continue to assist with the future estimating and
quantity surveying needs of the business in the coming years.
Well done Harry.

next we extend our congratulations to alex Hirst, our 2nd year
apprentice, who joined the business in sept ’14 and is currently
working towards his level 2. alex has been receiving glowing
reports from his co-workers on site and is proving to be an
exceptional addition to our business, which was also recognised
in his latest college review.

on the strength of this and other excellent feedback we’ve
received leaves us with no hesitation in putting alex’s name
forward for the bob Wall merit award in 2016, where we hope
he stands an excellent chance of becoming the first bartram
Walker winner of this award. 

However he has tough competition from Jonathan lyons, another
one of our apprentices. Jonathan is currently in his 3rd year of
training and we are pleased to announce that he has been
named as the Wilkinson’s shield winner for the best portfolio for
his nvQ level 2 plumbing. Jonathan has been invited to attend
an award evening where his efforts will be recognised by the ‘The
Worshipful guild of plumbers’!! Well done to all the lads and
thanks to steve, andrew and all the site team, too many to
mention individually, for spending the time and effort training
alex and Jonathan.

SPECIALIST BUSINESSES

Trivselhus by Esh is the brand name for a new generation 
of Esh Executive Homes and will set itself apart from 
other residential developments with a range of distinct
characteristics for a totally new approach to housing design.

The Trivselhus by esh product is very distinct in its modern
approach to executive housing. Taking inspiration from the
most up to date energy efficient techniques in housing design,
Trivselhus features a highly insulated timber frame shell with
triple glazed windows and solar panels, meaning any heat in 
the building is retained. The result is drastically reduced
energy bills in comparison to that of a conventional home.

it has been an exciting few months for the brand with the joint
venture agreement signed with Trivselhus sweden and the first
house being completed ready for launch on 30th september. 

The first development, garth House gardens in brampton,
carlisle is now under construction and the first show home
open to the public. a vip launch took place with guests from

all across cumbria and the north east with the showhome 
very well received by assembled guests and local media.  

We hope to soon begin work on further developments at
Darlington and Hexham.
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Esh Training Solutions (ETS) arrange training to meet
mandatory job role requirements and needs of the business
whilst also responding to the personal aspirations of Esh Group
employees, while responding to the management and delivery
of Training and Recruitment Targets (TRTs) required by the
Homes and Communities Agency (HCA).

in 2015 the team have arranged over 5,500 training courses with
over 4,000 employees and subcontractors attending courses
ranging from asbestos awareness to microsoft office training.

personal development and softer skills development has been
addressed through the annual performance Development
review process; with staff undertaking training in managing
challenging behaviour in the workplace, change management
and nlp.

The group, through eTs, continues to support colleagues with
Further education and Higher education courses. by the end

of the school year we had paid £73k in course fees, making a
further commitment to spend of £103k on fees in 2015/2016.

2014 saw the launch of the esh academy; today 95% of
apprentices achieved their learning aim and 85% of them 
were retained within the group. as anticipated and planned
2015 saw a further 59 apprentices join the group; including 
4 apprentices in the yorkshire region. 

The Future leaders programme was launched in yearly 2015 with
12 people from a range of functions across the group selected to
take part; those delivering the sessions developed their coaching
skills by attending train the trainer and those selected to take
the mentor role attending mentoring for leaders training.

We are also proud to announce that we have been shortlisted in
the pride of construction industry and the apprentice employer
of the year categories at the ciTb apprentices and apprentice
employers awards. Winners will be announced in late 2015. 

Deerness has had a very busy 2015 with a number of changes
taking place to the structure of the company. At the end of 2014
Paul Crowe (Operations Director) left the business to start a new
life in America. Following his departure new appointments have
included Jonathan Hanson (Contracts Manager), John Robinson
(Project Manager), Adam Crook (Assistant QS) and Victoria
Pilch (Business Development and Commercial Assistant).

across the year we have invested into esh’s apprenticeship
programme and currently employ 4 apprentices. luke Towler,
one of our landscape apprentices has attended various pole
climbing competitions throughout the year and even came
first in the scottish novice championship. 

We have established relationships with a number of new 
clients including seneca Homes and gus robinson, while still
delivering long term partnerships to our existing clients such 

as Derwentside Homes, Dale & valley Homes, Thirteen group,
Four Housing, Taylor Wimpey and persimmon Homes. our
regeneration contract with Kier – north Tyneside is our largest
fencing contract to date and by the end of 2015 we will have
completed over 50,000 metres of fencing to over 2,000
properties as part of this project.

a number of landscaping projects have been undertaken
throughout the year including glastonbury House, a communal
garden for elderly residents of Thirteen group and a number of
outdoor classrooms for marmax, a new client whom we have
developed a close working relationship with. These landscaping
projects have been completed in line with our grounds
maintenance contracts and landscaping plot works.

This year we have extended our services to a number of
contracts outside of the region including work in cumbria,
yorkshire and a one off contract at milton Keynes.

it is with great pleasure that we can announce that Deerness
have once again been presented with a gold award for
grounds maintenance services to the university of sunderland
via northumberland in bloom and with this we have re-secured
the contract for a further 4 years.

To give back to the community in which we work we took part
in a community project with Kier north Tyneside named ‘Kaci’s
garden’ in which both fencing and landscaping works were
completed over a two week period to ensure that Kaci’s new
garden was wheelchair accessible.
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Remedios has been part of the Esh Group for over three years
and has continued to provide Environmental and Geotechnical
services to various clients both in house throughout the UK.

in april 2014 the coal authority, on behalf of the
environment agency and DeFra, was commissioned to run 
a feasibility programme that would investigate the potential of
different technologies to remove metals from waters affected
by abandoned non-coal mines within england. The aim was to
develop a series of different techniques that would successfully
remediate these waters. The trials would be project managed 
by the coal authority.

remedios proposed three methods for the removal of metals
from mine water. The two methods accepted by the coal
authority to treat the mine water were the use of waste product

from the whisky distilling process (Dram) and treatment 
with a chemical compound to achieve metal removal.

The trial, with a contract value of £254k and which is currently
ongoing at Killhope uses a bespoke system designed by
remedios to pump the mine water into treatment tanks housed
in a secure container. The raw water is treated by chemical
injection and the use of Dram. The treated water is then
returned to the mine. The advantage of the system is that it can
be transported easily and set up to trial the removal of various
metals from water affected by abandoned non coal mines. if the
trial is successful the system may be scaled up to treat all of the
metal affected water at a particular metal mine location.

This is a new area of development for remedios with excellent
potential.

Following on from 2014, Mechplant have continued to invest
throughout 2015 in new equipment and product lines with 61 
new items purchased to date at a total cost of over £2m. Cranes
are a brand new product line to the business, with the most recent
addition being an 80 tonne mobile crane which will enhance
the existing fleet and open up new business opportunities.

We continue to work closely with our suppliers and have strong
customer relations with the industry’s manufacturing leaders
including Jcb, Terex & manitou which benefits our
replacement and expansion programme.

continuous investment has not only contributed to the larger
fleet size but combining it with greater utilisation has resulted
in increased profitability for mechplant.

We would like to welcome iain Henry our new operations
manager to the company. as well as iain we have this year
employed crane Drivers, slinger/signallers, Drivers and a 
plant Fitter as we continue to grow to meet the demand of 
our customers.
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ESH ADDED VALUE

The Esh Added Value Team has grown
significantly over the last few months. Armand
Anebo from Leeds Force has joined the Business
Development team in Yorkshire as well as this
Armand will support Celeste Armitage who has
moved to our Leeds office to coordinate all
Yorkshire community operations following her
graduation from the University of Northumbria.

sarah Ward joined our team in march to collate our corporate
responsibility case study library, focusing on developing content
on environment, workplace and marketplace.

Following sarah Wards appointment sarah lamb joined us 
in september having graduated from the university of
sunderland with 1st class degree in business & marketing.
sarah will be studying a master’s in education part time.

if you wish to speak to one of the team about added value and
how you can get involved email addedvalue@esh.uk.com

groWing our ‘Team’

builDing my sKills

It has been a busy year for the Building 
My Skills programme to say the least…
• culminated the 2014/15 academic year – which involved 

69 schools and over 70 business partners by hosting mock
interview days across our operational regions providing
opportunities to over 1,200 committed students.

• Won the business in the community’s national school
partnership award (2015) against stiff competition from the
bbc, manchester airport, DWF, Deloitte and pinsent masons.

• Welcomed 35 new partners including The armed Forces,
boeing, boots, nHs, lucite international, mWH, Freeths,
yorkshire Housing, northumbrian Water group, capita,
beattie communications, pwc and brodies.

• launched the 2015/16 programme in 75 education
establishments which this year for the first time includes 2
universities, 6 colleges, 5 scottish schools and 10 schools
from the south lakes peninsula. This year’s sessions will be
delivered by over 100 businesses from over 20 business
sectors and over 30 esh group staff.

Focus on scoTlanD

generating over 4,000 learner hours for 777 students from:
• maxwelltown High school Dumfries & galloway
• galashiels academy scottish border
• preston lodge High school east lothian
• broxburn academy West lothian 
• Forresters High school edinburgh
• st augustine’s High school edinburgh

Focus on barroW in Furness
generating over 1,300 learner hours for 251 primary 
students from:
• Dalton st marys ce primary
• parkside ggi academy
• sir John barrow school
• greengate Junior school 
• victoria academy 

generating over 3,800 learner hours for 726 secondary
students from:
• Dowdales school
• Furness academy
• st bernard's catholic High school
• Walney school
• ulverston victoria High school 
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esh academy offers a wide range of apprenticeship
opportunities from intermediate level 2 apprenticeships 
which include business and administration, bricklaying,
carpentry and joinery, general construction operations,
painting and decorating, plastering, multi-skilled operatives,
roofers, fencing and landscaping; advanced level 3 Technical &
professional apprenticeships, including construction engineers,
quantity surveyors and estimators and Higher apprenticeships
in leadership & management, construction management and iT.

We also present an annual trainee of the year award at our
annual agm.

100% of esh academy apprentices with 2015 planned end
dates completed their apprenticeship, 34% higher than the
industry average for construction.

esh group currently employ 88 apprentices across our
operational areas – 50 ‘new’ apprentices. We also have 38
‘saved’ apprentices set to complete their studies in June 2016.

We have retained 92% of esh academy apprentices recruited
in 2014 and 2015.

During the next 2 years we will invest over £900k in our
apprentice programme with a view to having 150 apprentices in
the group during the 2017/18 academic year.

in addition esh group companies are supporting 39 members
of staff to complete further of higher level training including
Hnc, Hnc, Degree and masters qualifications taking our
current committed investment in employee development to
over £1m.

apprenTices
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added value coordinator –
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Sarah Lamb
added value coordinator –
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Armand Anebo
part Time placement
added value coordinator –
armand.anebo@esh.uk.com

Andy Thomson 
part Time placement 
added value coordinator –
andy.thomson@esh.uk.com



esH communiTies

Esh Communities will be launching for the 4th
consecutive year this October. Backed by the Esh
Charitable Trust, grants of up to £1000 are available
to charities and organisations who are making 
a positive difference in their local community.
esh communities was established in 2012 and this programme
forms a vital part of our company ethos of ‘adding value above
and beyond contract requirements’.

since 2012, esh communities has awarded 93 organisations
over £90,000.

on average each organisation has been awarded £960.64 each
and as part of our commitment been supported by esh group
regional staff for 12 months.

This year, the esh charitable Trust has allocated £50,000 for up
to 50 organisations who reside across our 4 operational areas;
north east, yorkshire & Humber, the north West and scotland. 

applications are welcomed via an online application form on
the esh added value website.

THe exoDus proJecT, barnsley

The exodus project in barnsley aims to
improve the lives and aspirations of children
and young people who live in some of the
most disadvantaged estates in the country.

Funding has been used to support the
educational activity camps at Jenny’s 
Field - the base location for the project.
The activity weekends are a chance for 
the vulnerable young people to build
trusting relationships with the team
members who can support them in tackling
their historic destructive life choices.

The project improves future aspirations 
and employment prospects for some of 
the most economically and socially
disadvantaged young people. 

in addition to funding, esh staff led a project
team to refurbish Jenny’s Field, which is a
donated old church. We were joined on the
day by Hardy’s painting and Decorating, who
provided paint, materials and an experienced
tradesman to oversee the activities.

as a team, we renovated 2 bathrooms, a
living room space, corridors and a wash room. 

"We are so thrilled with the help given
to exodus by the esh communities
programme. not only have they
supported us financially, but they have
provided paint and materials, as well as
volunteers and expertise to get our
children's centre newly decorated. it
looks amazing. Thank you on behalf of
everyone at exodus". 
martin sawdon, Team leader. 
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Esh Group has launched our very exciting 
‘Get into STEM’ community initiative. 
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics) is high on the government’s
agenda. At Esh we are actively promoting
construction themed STEM activities with 
the aim to positively shape young minds of 
our future workforce.
The ‘get into sTem’ kit is aimed at early years and primary
school aged children stretching from nursery through to 
year 2 as we understand that young children need enthusing
about construction careers from an early age.

sTem skills are key in formative years and our kit allows a 
soft but fun introduction to the ‘built environment’ sector. 

HoW iT WorKs

• our kits provided free of charge to schools.
• esh group’s added value team introduce kit with an

interactive and engaging 40 minute session.
• The kit remains in your school for a period of 2 weeks

providing teachers with resources and materials which can 
be integrated into the curriculum to enhance and support
student learning.

• it has been designed to put construction based sTem topics
into a stimulating, relatable and every day context.

insiDe THe KiT
• bright and vibrant materials commonly used in the

construction world such as foam bricks, cement mixer 
and measuring equipment. 

• includes site safety clothing and equipment promoting 
our ‘esH safe’ message and the potential dangers of a
construction site. 

• construction words and jobs are introduced to pupils. 
• project booklets to help pupils investigate shapes and 

patterns whilst encouraging them to record their 
discoveries and designs through play. 

This initiative encourages discovery of the construction
industry through free play and has been developed to align with
the national curriculum. it provides a fun and engaging way 
to introduce sTem skills by providing a real life context within
the construction world and promoting the esh group brand. 

inTroDucing ‘geT inTo sTem
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macmillan baKe sale
esh group took part in this year’s macmillan coffee morning by
organising ‘The great esh group bake off’ on 25th september. 

We asked staff to bake delicious treats which would then 
be judge in the following categories best sweet Treat, 
most creative, best looking cake and best savoury.

Winners were as follows:
best sweet Treat – Dave singleton
most creative – chris Wilson
best looking cake – Francesca madden
best savoury – Debbie Hogarth

We were also kindly donated an ipad mini which we then
raffled off with all money going to the charity. congratulations
to chris Henderson from lumsden & carroll on winning this. 
in total over £600 was raised through the sale of cakes and
raffle tickets. Thank you to everyone who took part.

For those of you who aren’t aware the
great north swim is the biggest open
water swimming event in europe with
around 10,000 people taking part every
year. over three days, participants of all
abilities take the plunge into the freezing
cold lake Windermere. This year 2
members of esh group decided to take
the plunge this is their stories....

after being diagnosed with testicular
cancer in late 2014 colin butler form
lumsden & carroll didn’t let it hold him
back. When colin was given the all clear in
may 2015 he signed up to do the great
north swim, raising money for macmillan a
charity which was clearly close to his heart.
colin raised over £300 for the charity and
completed the swim in 47 minutes.

also taking part for the second time was
clare Davison from esh added value.
sadly in late 2014 clare’s father passed
away after a 3 year long battle with
cancer. During his last year he attended
the Day Hospice at st. cuthbert's which
provides specialist palliative care for
patients with any life limiting illnesses
including those with a diagnosis of cancer. 

clare had vowed to beat her time from
the previous year and managed to
successfully do so shaving 11 minutes 
from her previous time and completing
the swim in 55 minutes. clare rose over
£400 for st cuthberts Hospice. Well
done to you both!

SHHHH, IT ’S  GOSSIP!

greaT norTH run
This year’s great north run took place on 13th september
and included one or two members of staff from esh group
raising much needed funds for charities close to their hearts.
over £3,000 was raised for the following charities: Heel 
& Toe, lord Taverners, rethink mental Health, maggies
centre at The Freeman Hospital & The north east Down’s
syndrome association.

esh group employees included Jake Henderson (lumsden 
& carroll), stuart Jackson (esh property services), Kevin 
ross (Homes by esh), James noble (esh Facilities) lee
brannan (bartram Walker) & sophie lacey (esh Facilities). 

Well done to everyone at esh who took part!

greaT norTH sWim
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babies
congratulations to everyone who have welcomed new
additions into their families this year.

olivia Tilley – lumsden & carroll,Howard, 7lb 14ozs
mark Knight – esh property services, betty grace, 7lb
andy Johnson – esh build, ruben george, 7lb 9oz
sarah Hall – esh property services, ruby catherine, 8lb 14oz
sarah Dougherty – esh group, Hatti, 7lb 1oz
lyndsey bartley – esh group, oliver James, 7lb 12oz
shannan Firby – esh group, Flynn James, 7lb 6oz
Dominic David – remedios, max Kingsley, 6lb 10oz
rachael metcalf – lumsden & carroll, ellie louisa, 9lb
Tom rowell – mechplant, rogan

run DarusH run
Darush Dodds, Head of csr 
and added value seems to have
caught the running bug over the
summer and has taken part in a
number of competitive runs. 

Darush hit the ground running
(no pun intended) and took 
part in the Kielder 10k on 3rd
october raising money for 

the sir bobby robson Foundation and coco. He
completed the course in 54 minutes which is a great
time for his first competitive run.

He then went on to run the newcastle stampede just
over 2 weeks later at newcastle racecourse. The
newcastle stampede is not just a 10k run it is filled with
unique and challenging obstacles designed to push you 
to the limit. all money raised at this event is donated to
the british Heart Foundation.

overall Darush rose over £200 for the charities.

He has more events planned throughout the next year,
we wish him all the best with his new hobby. 

graDuaTions
michael brandwood – esh group, passed his Diploma in H&s

Jack brayford – lumsden & carroll, 1st class Honours in
business and applied marketing management

sarah lamb – esh group, 1st class Honours in business and
applied marketing management, sarah also won the cim
award for academic excellence in business and marketing
management and the ede & ravenscroft prize for outstanding
academic achievement across all business programmes.

celeste armitage – esh group, 2:1 in crime science bsc

birTHDays
Julie lumsden – esh group – 50th birthday
raymond pirrie – esh border – 50th birthday
matthew ashurst – esh group – 18th birthday 
Debbie Hogarth – esh group – 50th birthday
brian Wray - mechplant – 50th birthday
shannan Firby – esh group – 21st birthday
leigh robson – esh group – 21st birthday

engagemenTs
sarah leake, internal auditor, esh group said yes when her
partner rob proposed at loch ness in June 2015.

reTiremenTs
geoff Daw – esh border construction - 9 years service
gordon bremner – esh build – 46 years services
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